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Horticultural Technician
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Tissue Culture Laboratory Scientist
Manager Operations & Logistics
Vegetable Advisor (Permanent)
Horticultural Commercial Director
Senior Operations Manager Nursery
EU Sales and Region manager
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Strawberry fields flooded in
California’s Central Coast
communities
GLOBAL MARKET OVERVIEW
ONIONS
Peruvian rain complicates end of
ginger season
"Despite the decline in citrus
volumes in Morocco, we are doing
pretty well"
Average production of 'Fortuna'
strawberries has increased by 10%
this season

“We hoped to harvest more than 400
tons of early potatoes, but I'll be
surprised if we get to harvest 150
tons”
Eastern buyers prefer the taste of
South African Grannies
Israeli farmer grows world's heaviest
lemon
"Rwanda is the next big player in
exotic fruit and vegetables"
Berg River grape farm forgoes a
packhouse for field packing

Tropical cyclone Freddy brings
heavy rains in parts of South Africa
"Consumers will happily pay two
euros for a Mars bar or can of Coke
but not for their veg”
"I spent 10 years as a worker, now I
manage 120 hectares of citrus fruit,
stone fruit and strawberries"
PM Hipkins learns that most Hawke’s
Bay crops were uninsured
Supermarkets limiting sales of veg
per customer
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Sipo (Italy)
Spring seasonal vegetables include agretti, strigoli,
and radicchio
Italy's Sipo has begun selling three products cultivated by the
company in the provinces of Rimini and Forlì-Cesena and sold under
the Verdure di Romagna brand. These are agretti, strigoli, and
radicchio.

"Agretti is a typical vegetable in the Romagna region and an important
product in Sipo's portfolio for many years. It is available until the
month of June. We offer it in 300-gram trays or in bunches in 6-kg
cartons," said sellers Camilla Bulgarelli and Lorenzo Notarnicola.

Lorenzo Notarnicola and Camilla Bulgarelli

Agretti is a very special vegetable that is grown in greenhouses in
Romagna at this time. Later, open-field production will also be
available. Agretti have a bright, vivid green color, a reddish, toasty
base, and a slightly acidic flavor.

In turn, blaassilene is a wild herb that has been domesticated. Sipo
offers it in 80-gram cardboard trays.

Cardboard trays are also available for radicchio, offered in 150-gram
packages.

"We are processing these locally produced vegetables," explained
Massimiliano Ceccarini, CEO of Sipo, "still grown in a greenhouse,
while those cultivated in the fields will arrive in a few days. We are
packaging them in different weights under the Verdure di Romagna
brand, which is the brand dedicated to local produce found within a
few kilometers of our processing plant. In fact, very few hours pass
from the moment of harvesting to packaging, thus guaranteeing
maximum freshness."

For more information:
Sipo srl
Via Fermignano 20
47814 Bellaria Igea Marina (RN)
Tel.: +39 0541 339711
sipo@sipo.it
www.sipo.it
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